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Summary

Numerical weather prediction model (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System, 
RAMS)

Glider flight algorithm (TopTask Competition, TTC)

RAMS-TTC was evaluated using meteorological and glider flight data from 
glider contests in Pennsylvania  

The predictions for contest days with winds < 20 knots were found to be accurate 
and, therefore, can help plan and evaluate flights for future contests a these sites and 
contests elsewhere on the east coast USA.  

The system requires additional development for winds > 20 knots.
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Procedures

Collect the flight recorder files

Collect weather data
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Procedures (contd.)

Construct the RAMS-TTC interface files

Reedsville PA (RED), Fairfield PA (FFD)
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RAMS-TTC predictions
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Procedures (contd.)

Determine the convective boundary layer (CBL) depth

Determine actual and predicted glider climb rates

Determine the 1000m AGL winds

Determine actual and predicted task speeds

Determine the onset of convective clouds
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Predicted and actual convective boundary layer (CBL) depths

Fairfield PA Reedsville PA

Average actual: 1026+/-215 m
Average predicted: 921+/-132 m

Average actual: 1160+/-101 m
Average predicted: 1559+/-156 m
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Predicted and actual climb rates

Fairfield PA Reedsville PA

Average actual: 1.3+/-0.1 m/s
Average predicted: 1.2+/-0.1 m/s

Average actual: 1.5+/-0.1 m/s
Average predicted: 1.7+/-0.1 m/s
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Predicted and actual 1000m AGL winds
Fairfield PA Reedsville PA

Average actual: 12+/-2 m/s
Average predicted: 13+/-3 m/s

Average actual: 15+/-2 m/s
Average predicted: 15+/-2 m/s

Average actual: 214+/-28 degrees
Average predicted: 239+/-28 degrees

Average actual: 227+/-18 degrees
Average predicted: 254+/-16 degrees
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Predicted and actual task speeds
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Onset of convective clouds
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Comparison of this study and the Colorado study
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Predicted and actual task speeds PA and CO
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Conclusions

For the glider contest near Fairfield PA between 8 and 14 October 2006 and the 
contest near Reedsville PA between 15 and 24 May 2007, the RAMS-TTC system 
produced:

accurate predictions of CBL depths through the daily convective cycle 

accurate predictions of average climb rates, but inconsistent individual rates, 
for days with 1000 m AGL wind speeds less than 20 knots

accurate predictions of 1000 m AGL wind speeds and directions

accurate predictions of task speeds for days with wind speeds less than 20 knots

accurate predictions of “blue days” and  the onset of cumulus, on average, was 
predicted to be on-time to about 1-hour late

The results achieved in this study are comparable to those achieved in the Colorado 
study indicating the robustness of the RAMS-TTC system.  The system requires 
additional studies to produce reliable predictions for days with wind speeds > 20 knots.


